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Abstract:
VLSI design community faces the challenge of unscalable large engineering and manufacturing costs
and 2-4 orders loss in computational efficiency compared to hardwired solutions. As a solution,
SiLago raises the abstraction of physical design platform from the present day boolean level standard
cells to micro-architectural level SiLago (Silicon Large Grain Objects) blocks as the atomic physical
design building blocks and introduce a grid based synchoros VLSI Design scheme to compose
arbitrary designs by abutting SiLago blocks to eliminate the logic and physical syntheses for the end
user. The word synchoros is derived from the Greek word for space – choros. Synchoros objects
discretize space uniformly with the grid, the way synchronous objects discretize time with clock ticks.
The synchoros design style and micro-architectural level physical design enables SiLago method to
rapidly explore the higher abstraction design space and generate valid VLSI designs at GDSII level
corresponding 10-100 million gate complexity in minutes with an engineering effort comparable to
programming. The SiLago method also holds the promise to eliminate the mask engineering cost.
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